In this note, it is shown tI!at, the number of total preorders on a finite set with n elements is equivalent, for n inkite, to n!/2(Log 2)n-r1.
A proposition
Let X be a set with n elements and let P(n) denote the number of total preorders on X.
Proposition. For n infinite, P(n) is equivalent to n !@(Log 2)"+'
The proof
The number of total preorders on X with exactly k classes is-obviously-k ! S(n, k), S(n, k) being the Stirling number of second kind (number of X's jdartitions into exactly k classes), Let us compute the generating function F(t) = ILO [P(n)/n W. where c_ , is the residue at t = Log 2 of F(t).
Hence the result.
Same remarks
From the generating function we can deduce that: n--n. P(n) nP(n -1 )/P(it) is the probability for a total preorder to have only one greatest element (when all total preorders are eqtiiprobable).
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